Topics and Projects TSI and Partners 2020

1. Macroeconomic environment in 2020:

		Central bank policy running out of ammunition, negative interest rates and increased bond purchases
		Climate aggravated by further increases in national debt and persistent, rising geopolitical tensions
		EU policy is moving between regulation, capital market union and trade dispute between China and the US, and last but
		 not least the pending Brexit
		Increasing political criticism of globalisation from left and right in connection with growing instability in emerging 		
		markets
		CO2 and climate policy are gaining massively in importance as a topic
		Currency systems are coming under pressure due to increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies
		Growing challenges in the economic environment (EU and Germany)
		Germany as an industrial country amid structural change in Europe (e-mobility, digitilisation, global trade as drivers)

2. Capital and financial market trends
Pressure on banks is increasing further due to
		

rising risk costs

		

negative interest rates

		

competition from FinTechs and MPLs

		

conversion of IT infrastructure through digitalisation and

		

regulation, e.g. Basel IV and sustainable finance

Real economic structural change is increasing financing requirements in new business areas driven by digitalisation and
new mobility concepts
CO2-reduction will also reach the financial sector via green finance regulation
Increasing bond purchases by the ECB in the investment sector, coupled with higher default rates in the high-yield sector,
will shape the bond markets
Continued high growth in FinTechs and MPL platforms, accompanied by ongoing market shakeout in the traditional 		
banking environment
Capital market union: bank regulation will progress, setting the stage for implementation of Basel IV (completion of
Basel III) and first steps towards implementation of green finance/sustainability requirements on the part of the EU

3. What does this mean for securitisation and asset-based finance instruments?
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3. What does this mean for securitisation and asset-based finance instruments?
		Growing uncertainty in credit markets favours secured bonds and financing such as securitisations and asset-based
		 finance transactions
		Growing interest rate uncertainty accommodates variable bond financing
		High pressure on banks and bank balance sheets favours placement of risks and securitisation products
		Basel III completion, also known as Basel IV, increases demand for securitisations due to further increase in capital
		requirements
		Real assets increasingly attractive for investors in an uncertain environment
		Rising financing requirements in the structural transformation of the automotive industry are making securitisation
		 more attractive for captives
		Green finance will create new options for securitisations, such as ABS transactions backed by green finance, bundling
		 green infrastructure loans in green CLOs, etc.
		With the introduction of synthetic securitisation, STS securitisation regulation will create further options for 		
		 securitisations of bank loans that reduce pressure on capital ratios
		Emergence of new forms of financing for intangible assets

4. Which topics and projects does TSI derive from this for its 2020 network?
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4. Which topics and projects does TSI derive from this for its 2020 network?

A. Further development of the legal framework and representation of interests in the real and financial economy
Review the new securitisation regulation for ABCP and private securitisations and analysis of the impact of further 		
		 regulatory developments on the real economy and use of securitisation
Further development of STS and SRT accompanied by EBA/ESMA and EU
		Focus on Sustainable Finance regulation within the framework of EU projects
		Addressing the impact of digitalisation and blockchain applications on securitisation transactions and their settlement
		Closely follow Basel IV and its potential effects on bank-based SME financing with the associations of the real economy
		Address the linkages between structural change in the financial and real economy and its effects on financing and the
		 securitisation market
		Expand collaboration with FinTechs and MPL platforms

B. Positioning STS Verification, DEUTSCHER VERBRIEFUNGSSTANDARD and TSI securitisation platform
		Make STS a success as a European capital market segment across all asset classes
		Intensify contacts with supervisors, originators, investors and other stakeholders and further expand TSI’s role as linkage
		 as part of the implementation of STS
		Further cultivate the ’DEUTSCHER VERBRIEFUNGSSTANDARD’ brand as a quality brand in the STS world
		Advance the further development of the German securitisation framework and promote the German securitisation

C. Networking & public relations
		Continue networking with German industry and its associations (DIHK, BDI, VDA, VDT, BGA) and expanding network to
		 European associations
		Promote and expand capital market dialogue with academia
		Add to the agenda events on topics relating to new trends in financing structural change, sustainable finance, mobility
		 concepts and digitalisation, and implications for securitisation transactions.
		Maintain dialogue with European (EBA, EIOPA, ESMA, ECB) and national supervisory authorities (Deutsche Bundesbank,
		Bafin)
		Further develop the dialogue with the regulator, i.e. BMF, members of the Finance Committee, DG FISMA at EU level and
		 European parliamentarians.
		Win digitilisation drivers, FinTechs and MPL platforms for the TSI network
		Further Europeanise TSI‘s fields of action and partner network
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